
 

Pdplayer is an application that lets you watch 3D CG and VFX sequences using your video playback software. It supports JPEG,
PNG, GIF, BMP images. If you’re looking for a good frame-by-frame animation player, Pdplayer is definitely worth checking
out. It allows one to adjust the playback speed of the sequence "fast" or "slower". Another cool feature is that users can save
their favorite sequences in a playlist so that they can play them back at any time. To get started with Pdplayer visit
https://www.pdplayer3d.com/. --by Daren de Souza Newly released version of Pdplayer (1.0.5.21) contains a couple of fixes to
solve some problems that were surfacing during executions of OpenGL ES 2.0 or OpenGL ES 3.0 sequence rendering or
playback with iPi Soft’s Pin It Lite and a possible problem with a Live Wallpaper app, "3D Wallpapers". Control the playback
buffer size using Pdplayer’s preferences ("Settings – Playback – Buffer size") and the help text information ("Help – About... ").
- Mst3k2bg - 01/23/2016 Pdplayer contains a full fledged SVG viewer with support for color, line-drawing and text in the
stuff.scad file format, so one can achieve some interesting effects in the title.scad file format. To load files in Pdplayer is very
easy. One just need to drag the stuff.scad file into Pdplayer’s background window or simply drop it on playlist or main window
if it’s not running yet. Example of "Stuff" SVG viewer that switches between two logo logos based on user input: --by Daren de
Souza The new version 1.0. 5.21 contains a bunch of fixes in order to work in more cases and to fix some bugs. Rename the file
"things" in the stuff.scad file format to "things_svg". Changing the theme of Pdplayer will not affect its behavior when using
SVG images, except for new default login screens, so please rename your stuff.scad file again if you have changed it from
previous versions of Pdplayer or if you have made changes to it for other reasons after updating from previous versions of
Pdplayer. The help system has a new feature that allows users to get quick help concerning variable set of images without
opening a new window for each different image, just by right-clicking an image. This new feature is enabled by default on the
"Playlist" window. A new option is available in Pdplayer’s Preferences - "Choose images". Users can select how many images
are displayed on each list of images. You can choose between 2 or 3 image lists, which will show up in sequence on the same
image list at full screen. The list of images will be shown on the current playlist (the playlist containing the most recently played
file). If you’re using "Stuff" SVG viewer, you must use this new option if you want to get quick help concerning item set of
images.
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